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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following QoS rule action properties is an
Advanced action type, only available in Traditional mode?
A. Rule guarantee
B. Rule limit
C. Guarantee Allocation
D. Rule weight
E. Apply rule only to encrypted traffic
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. Bus
B. Star
C. Point to Multipoint
D. Hub and Spoke
E. Partial Mesh
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You would set up the profile option INV: Item Master Flexfield
_____.
A. to capture the item descriptive information on this field
B. to indicate which flexfield is used to define items in
MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS
C. for first time setup of the item master flexfield to denote
the key flexfield compiled
D. in the initial setup on inventory for defaulting purpose
E. for items from legacy system referenced in this field
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A topics.conf file contains the following entries: &gt; secure
foo.&gt; trace foo.* sender_name foo.bar global If the TIBCO
EMS Server dynamically creates a topic foo.new, which property
will it contain?
A. sender_name
B. secure
C. global
D. trace
Answer: C
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